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Who is iDirect? 

iDirect is the 
industry’s leading 
IP-based satellite 

communications 
company 
providing hardware, software, and 

services that enable  
partners to optimize  
networks and profitably 
expand their business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For nearly 20 years, iDirect has realized the value of satellite connectivity and its power to serve a broad range of industries and geographies.  Today, we are the industry’s leading IP-based satellite communications company providing technology, hardware, software, and services that enable our partners to optimize their networks and profitably expand their businesses. Our Intelligent Platform™ is a single, unified IP-based satellite architecture engineered to handle the widest range of applications and market needs.   



iDirect Value Proposition 

100% focused on 
providing the 

ground infrastructure 
technology 
that allows 

our partners to: 

Build the best, most 
optimized networks 
 
Seize new revenue 
opportunities 
 
Maintain margins and lower 
TCO 
 
Differentiate and expand 
their business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Company Overview – iDirect Business ModelUnderstanding iDirect’s overall success means first understanding our unique relationship with our strategic partners, whether they are network Operators/VSAT service providers,  systems integrators, mobile operators or military and large enterprises.  -- VERY IMPORTANT TO MAKE THIS CLEARUnlike other satellite communications companies, our business model is based entirely on providing technology exclusively for our partners’ networks. We do not offer VSAT service; instead, we are 100 percent focused on developing the ground infrastructure technology that allows our partners to build the most optimized satellite networks; seize new revenue opportunities; maintain margins and lower TCO; and differentiate and expand their business. 
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Presentation Notes
The Platform consists of a flexible, universal hub and line card system, a versatile series of remotes, plus fully integrated operating and management software , all working in parallel to form a single, unified IP-based satellite communications architecture  iDirect equipment is highlighted in green and mention our software.HUBRemoteQoS



VSAT Landscape 
Demand for VSAT is rising 

 

Government 
regulations, 

legacy SCADA 
systems driving 
upgrades and 
connectivity to 

edge of the 
network 

52% 
CAGR 

Utilities 

Budget cuts are 
forcing more 

effective 
intelligence sharing 
and higher reliance 

on COTM 

5% 
CAGR 

Government 

Small cells / 3G 
helping Mobile 

Operators reach 
new customers,  

bringing new 
value to the 

backhaul market 

102% 
CAGR 

Cell Backhaul 

High bandwidth 
applications pushed 
offshore, urgency to 
protect pipeline and 

meet safety,  
environmental 

reporting 
requirements 

6.5% 
CAGR 

Oil & Gas 

*5 year projected CAGR.  Sources: NSR, Comsys, Pike Research, Informa, Euroconsult, Raymond James 
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VSAT for 
essential 

operational 
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HTS/Ka will Provide Influx of Capacity  
to Fuel Further Growth 
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essential 
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Ka and High Throughput Satellites will 
provide capacity across all these 
markets creating significant new 
opportunities  



Ka Implications: 
The Market 

 
• Massive amount of capacity ~90% by 2015 according to Simon 

Bull, Comsys 
 

• Clear benefits: less cost, higher speed 
 

• Originally deployed for consumers; next wave of Ka capacity 
addresses enterprise and government  needs 
 

• Will dramatically expand the VSAT market and create opportunity 
for Satellite Service Providers  
 

• Evolutionary shift in industry dynamics and economics 
• Large quantities of bandwidth at lower cost 
• Will open new users, applications and markets  
• Significant implications to our industry 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me take a few moments to quickly recap the headlines (the facts and the impact on our market).    First, there will be massive additional capacity.    As Comsys estimates, over 70% of the available bandwidth will be provided by Ka by 2015.  Since I have been in the industry, a common theme that has stunted industry growth has been lack of capacity.  What a difference this will make for all of us!The clear benefit is less cost with higher speed.   Easily meeting the demand for bandwidth with lower costs,  will readily increase the addressable market.   Since bandwidth will no longer constrain how business is done, rapid adoption of Ka will occur – providing much opportunity for satellite operators in the enterprise and government markets.  The increased flexibility will allow service providers to support more customers, offer premium differentiated service, and offer more variety of service. No longer will Ka be for consumer only.  The next wave of Ka capacity is clearly targeted for the enterprise and government markets.
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Ka Typically Delivered via HTS Satellites 
Fundamentally Different Architecture 

HTS economics drive a centralized infrastructure model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First before we can elaborate on the business side of Ka, we need to acknowledge that Ka satellites are fundamentally different, both in terms of design and the ground segment requirements to support the delivery of services.  With the traditional satellite, the majority of the bandwidth was used for video broadcast.   With large regional beams, the hubs and remotes could be located anywhere within the beam.  This provided a very flexible approach with a low cost of entry, anyone could own a hub/teleport and offer services to customers as long as they were in the satellite footprint.   However, there was a limit to the amount of capacity that could be provided.With Ka spotbeam satellites, more capacity per satellite is achieved by using frequency within spot beams.   The technology implications are that dedicated feeder links are required, a centralized hub infrastructure must be at or near the feeder link, and the hub infrastructure must be replicated across all spot beams. With Ka the ground infrastructure must be centralized.  Thus, often the infrastructure will be owned by the satellite operator or at minimum be colocated at the satellite operator’s teleport.   The cost of entry is higher, but there is much more bandwidth available and as we will show you later their will be greater efficiencies to be had by all from the centralized (shared) infrastructure.



Ka Implications: 
The VSAT Operator 

• Centralized infrastructure changes the dynamics for 
the VSAT operator 

• Infrastructure is just part of the equation –the value 
add for the service provider remains unchanged 

• Bringing on Ka requires a versatile VSAT platform: 

– Allows you to serve widest range of markets 

– Provides high adaptability; freedom to choose best 
business models and quickly adjust to change 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we just discussed, due to the nature of the Ka spotbeam satellite there’s a major difference in terms of infrastructure: delivery of Ka will require a centralized infrastructure. And this will change the dynamics for the VSAT operator/service provider)An important point here is that infrastructure is only part of the equation The service provider is not defined by the hardware or equipment they have, but by the differentiated service, the value add, that the provide to the end user.    An analogy that I would like to share goes back to computers with the evolution of mainframe computing to distributed computing to the cloud.    The differentiation was not the hardware, but rather what the end user was able to do.    It did not matter what the equipment was, where it was, or who owned it.   The end user cared about where they go their service, from whom, and what the service could do for them.  The value proposition remained the same and will do so for VSAT.    The service provider role has not changed, the way the service is delivered is what has changed. This changes will require a shift in terms of the mix of business models it’s going to take for the VSAT operator to capitalize on the emerging opportunities. But it is not a “fork lift” upgrade change…it’s not a revolution but a very natural evolution of the business models that exist today and in fact we believe that multiple business models will co-exist.



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

iDirect pioneered a flexible satellite  
hub technology platform   

that enabled multiple business models 
 

The Evolution of the VSAT  
Operators Business Models 
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Presentation Notes
Back in the early 2000’s iDirect pioneered a flexible platform that broke down longstanding cost and market barriers allowing service providers to capitalize on new technologies, enabling multiple business models, ultimately expanding the addressable market for VSAT and lowering the TCO for operators.    This provided our partners with the flexibility to choose the business model that was right for them, depending on their business and the customers they serve.  I can commit to you today that we will continue to evolve our technology so that your business model can to continue to adapt to take advantage of any new technology that comes into play … to prove my point lets take a look at the historical look at the evolution of the business models in play and how they apply to bringing on Ka
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Business Model Evolution: The Value Chain 

Management of 
the Network 
Infrastructure 

Management of  
the End User 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start I would like to quickly review the Satellite services value chain  -- a very simplistic view!Firstly the infrastructure components: - Satellite capacity, typically leased from Satellite Operator - Teleport facility that hosts the ground segment and connectivity to terrestrial networks - VSAT Hub equipment, core to bridging connectivity between terrestrial networks and remote VSATs - and a Network Operations Center which is the engineering and support staff dedicated to designing and maintaining the network infrastructureSecondly, the service provider component of your business which is responsible for customer acquisition, support, installation, billing and often specialized integration services.  The service provider component is focused on managing the customers as opposed to managing the infrastructure, and often represents the differentiated and specialized services that a service provider offers a particular market.



Business Models Enabled by the iDirect Platform 
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Vertically integrated:    
• SO owned and operator 

 
• High total investment  

 
• High margins 

 
• Full service direct to the 

end user 



Business Models Enabled by the iDirect Platform 
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Managed service: 
• High capital investment 

for SO, lower opex 
 

• SO needs to establish 
SP/ distributor network 
for sales and marketing  
 

• Low investment for SP 
 

• Accelerated time to 
market for SP 
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Business Models Enabled by the iDirect Platform 
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VNO/Hub CoLo:  
• SO further market 

expansion; mix 
HNO,VNO, CoLo 
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• Low capital 
investment or SP: 
“Pay-as-you-grow” 
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customers with 
shared BW, multi-
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Serve many customers with shared BW, multi-satellites and bandsAdd infrastructure as you growExpanded available market for VSAT; enabled new operators



Service Providers can Leverage a Blended Portfolio 
 using the iDirect Platform 
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Leverage capacity from 
many Satellite 
Operators (C, Ku, Ka) 

Choose the model(s) 
best suited to your 
business 

One management 
system across all 
models 

Leverage accumulated 
knowledgebase: 
technical support, sales 
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Serve many customers with shared BW, multi-satellites and bandsAdd infrastructure as you growExpanded available market for VSAT; enabled new operators



Taking Advantage of Ka: 
 The Successful VSAT Operator 

• Will draw from multiple business models for  
bandwidth choices - C/Ku and Ka – managed a 
blended portfolio 

• Will choose how to best offer multi-band services 

• Will leverage existing investments, managing from a 
common platform, to optimize business operations 

• Will stay focused on value-added differentiation to 
the customer 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if we put these commonalities together, what does a successful VSAT operator look like in a Ka world?All options open: choose your business model, choose capacityWill draw from multiple business models for BW choices, C/Ku and Ka depending on where your customers are, what applications they need and what capacity is available to you. Choose how to best offer multi-band servicesCentral management via common platform leveraging existing investments to optimize business operationsTechnologyExpertiseStaff/SupportContinue focus on value-added differentiation to the customer



Ka and the iDirect Platform 

• Optimized for all frequencies, all networks 
• Broad range of remotes: 

- SOHO, enterprise, government, mobility 
- New class of embedded routers for specialized integrated 

terminals 

• Highest higher performance, availability and reliability 
• Single, web-based management of all customers no 

matter what infrastructure 

One platform enabling service providers to adopt the 
most effective technology for their business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked about how the iDirect platform is enabling the business models for Ka, let’s talk about how the iDirect is committed to advancing it’s platform to fully optimize for Ka, continue to innovate and ensure our platform is optimized for all frequencies, and all networks – a long standing mantra at iDirect! Some advancements you can expect to see…Terminals with specific form factors and feature sets targeted for a broad range of markets, including a new class of routers that will be embedded into fully integrated terminals for more specialized markets.We will continue to ensure we have the best performance and that our system is fully optimized for all IP applications and environments (fixed and mobile). We’ll see improvements in service availability  and reliability and last but certainly not least will be a single, web based management system that will manage all customers no matter what the infrastructure or business model you deploy.



Thank You 
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